MRSA Screen

VRE and ESBL/MRGN Cultures

1. Place ONE order for all MRSA screening swabs (EXCLUDING wound swabs).

1. Place order for VRE Screen Culture and ESBL / MRGN Screen Culture, so that both appear in
order window.

2. Click on Done
2. Leave body site and specific site blank.
3. Enter specimen type as swab.

Highlight both orders, enter body site as rectal.

3. In order comments tab, indicate what sites have been collected, eg #1 nasal, #2 groin.
4. Mark Clinician Collect YES. Mark Collect NO, otherwise specimen label cannot be printed.
5. Once all information has been entered click the

button.

6. Enter your password to complete the order.
4. Mark Clinician Collect YES. Mark Collect NO, otherwise specimen label cannot be printed.
5. Once all information has been entered click the

button.

6. Enter your password to complete the order.

7. Collect specimens; label each swab with patient ID label. Write on each label the collection site
of swab.
8. Print specimen labels (see instructions below).
9. Label (a minimum of) one swab with the specimen label.

7. Collect ONE swab specimen; label with patient ID label. Write on label the collection site of swab
(Rectal).
8. Print specimen labels (see instructions below). It will print 2 specimen labels.
9. Label the swab with ONE specimen label AND place the second label in the specimen bag with the
swab.

Marking a Pathology Specimen COLLECTED
1. Select Specimen Collection from grey task bar (it may be hidden and you have to look by clicking drop down arrow)
2. Scan patient’s wristband or if not possible click

3. Click on printer icon

4. If multiple orders have been placed, select specimens you have collected.

5. Select correct specimen label printer from list at bottom.

6. Press

7. Labels will print – ensure the printed label is well aligned and has not cut off any of the patient name / UR.

8. Scan labels with barcode scanner or manually mark collected by hovering over the collection time and selecting Collected from the drop down box at the end of the row.

9. This will cause a tick to appear in front of the specimen container.

10.

Click on the

11. Label specimens. Include any unused specimen labels with specimens in specimen bag and send to Pathology.

button.

